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Index: (Note: These are the books that currently appear in the electronic catalog. A future update will include the books that only appear in our card catalog, a substantial number. The books in each section below are not in any particular order)

1. General linguistics
2. Language evolution
3. Historical linguistics
4. Grammar (morphosyntax)
5. Phonology
6. Semantics
7. Psycholinguistics (language acquisition)
8. Sociolinguistics, dialectology & anthropological linguistics
9. Language contact & contrastive linguistics
10. Applied linguistics (educational linguistics, language planning, endangered languages)
11. Creolistics
12. Linguistic methodology
13. Language & other disciplines

1. General linguistics:


2. Language evolution:


3. Historical linguistics:

49. *The origins and development of the English and Spanish languages compared* / by Sandra Ruiz Correa. Call #: 460.9 R934o

4. Grammar (morphosyntax):

5. Phonology:


6. Semantics:


7. Psycholinguistics (language acquisition):


88. *Sociolinguistics, dialectology & anthropological linguistics:*


9. **Language contact & contrastive linguistics:**


10. **Applied linguistics (educational linguistics, language planning, endangered languages):**


12. Linguistic methodology:


13. Language & other disciplines:


